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The story of Aristides de Sousa Mendes' struck us as unique and an inspirational learning 

experience. We were immediately captivated by his act of courage and aspired understand this 

obscure yet undoubtedly impactful man. After listening and reading to accounts of the many 

people saved by his actions, we discovered new depths of Mendes’ heroism and were touched by 

his noble, loving actions. The underlying emphasis Mendes’ story had on breaking barriers made 

it a clear project choice. A man with a story so rife with sacrifice, compassion, and wholehearted 

morals, Sousa Mendes broke the barrier between patriotic duty and personal beliefs, saving the 

lives of thousands of war-torn refugees. 

Our research revealed that Mendes, though courageous, was truly overlooked by much of 

history. We learned that Sousa Mendes willingly defied the Portuguese government by signing 

visas for 30,000 fleeing refugees, a selfless decision that cost Mendes his life and reputation. In 

our research, The Sousa Mendes Foundation became a familiar source as we searched for 

primary sources of our topic, providing many live testimonies and a plethora of visa images. 

Created by Sousa Mendes’ family and visa recipients, it shaped our vision for this project – to 

become a reminder of the courage of Sousa Mendes and the refugees’ plight during WWII, to 

share Mendes’ significant impact on the lives of people in our world, and to honor his last wish 

to restore his family name.  

Documentaries weave elements of media into a sensational, living, project. Just as the 

recipients of Sousa Mendes’ kindness were able to live through his actions, we hoped the 

audience would experience our message seamlessly through a documentary and live to 

empathize with our forgotten hero. In Sousa Mendes’ decision to save the lives of countless 

others, only shame and disgrace met his name, his family became outcasts. Taking this in mind, 

we sought to portray Mendes as a hero in the dark, someone who truly valued humanity beyond 



political stances, regardless of race, beliefs, or status. His willingness to take action when others 

stayed silent is the very reason millions of people are still alive today. 

Aristides de Sousa Mendes, a man who broke barriers for millions of refugees, 

understood his conscience overruled the political agenda of António Salazar and the Portuguese 

government when so many needed the help he could give. Supported by his faith, his actions 

towards human rights over law broke the political barrier surrounding morality. He is an example 

of how measures towards good must be taken when one’s morals ultimately precede, even 

against popular opinion. When Sousa Mendes’ obligations as a Catholic and morally righteous 

man conflicted with the orders of his unjust government, he made a decision to break the barrier 

between religion and politics, when many others failed to do so, acting from his character, moral 

values, and inner conscience. Aristides de Sousa Mendes’s tale of sacrifice is a reminder of the 

actions we all must take to do what is right in the name of compassion. 
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